
Illegal Bird Hunting

Introduction

There is hardly any ornithological journal that does 
not report the decline of  breeding bird populations. The 
causes are of  such extent and multitude that humanity is 
apparently resigned to the consequences: Multinational 
companies promoting unsustainable chemical agricul-
ture, erosion of  the food pyramid due to the increasing 
use of  herbicide and pesticide cocktails, habitat loss, soil 
degradation, excessive CO2 emissions, eutrophication, 
wind farms even in nature reserves and woodland, greed 
of  consumption, wastefulness, investment decisions wi-
thout consideration of  the possible ecological consequen-
ces, insufficient protection of  flora and fauna in coastal 
waters and oceans, predation, and other causes. Occasi-
onal reports of  small success stories are not enough in 
this overall situation. If  we consider the goals of  bio-
diversity conservation that were outlined for the year 

2020, it is already clear now that they will not be reached 
anywhere on Earth because the corrections that are re-
cognized as necessary are being ignored or implemented 
half-heartedly.

Facts and Taboos 

More than 25 million birds are illegally killed or trap-
ped each year in the Mediterranean region. About half  
are slaughtered in the European Union (see Table 1). This 
shocking fact is often concealed or even actively denied 
– especially among scientists. The report by Franzen 
& GuttenFelder (2013) about the hunting pressure on 
migrating birds in Egypt and the documentary film by 
J.-U. Heins & H. scHulz (Bavarian State Television, Re-
port Munich of  18 June 2013) caused widespread outra-
ge and protest in the United States and Western Europe 
addressed to the Government of  Egypt. What is taboo, 
however, is the fact that the number of  birds trapped in 
the EU is far greater than the number of  birds trapped in 
Egypt (see Fig. 2).

The data from national BirdLife teams indicate even 
higher numbers of  victims than in Table 1 (e. g. for Gre-
ece over 1,000,000 birds per year). Particularly scandalous 
is the fact that today’s hunters use modern audio equip-
ment to attract birds, using bird songs that were recor-
ded by scientists for the purpose of  field guides to allow 
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Fig. 1: European Robin Erithacus rubecula caught in a snare in Sardinia / 
Photo: StiftunG Pro ArtenvielfAlt, Bielefeld.

Fig. 2: Number of birds illegally killed or taken in the member states of the 
EU and in other parts of the Mediterranean. Egypt is very often accused of 
one of the highest rates of individuals illegally killed. That the leading coun-
try in terms of illegally killed birds belongs to the EU, and that the total of 
illegally killed birds in the member states of the EU is nearly twice as high 
as the Egyptian total is mostly suppressed (details Brochet et al. 2016)
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the identification of  bird songs in 
the field. In Northern Sinai, hunters 
use MP3 players and nets to catch 
3,300,000 “Common” Quails (not so 
common anymore now) and 500,000 
other birds during autumn migration 
each year from 2008 to 2012 (ea-
son, rabia & attum 2016). Broken 
down to individual species, brocHet 
et al (2016) estimate that more than 
1,000,000 Song Thrushes, Blackcaps, 
House Sparrows and Chaffinches, re-
spectively, are killed or trapped each 
year in the Mediterranean region. 

Even Curlews, Ferruginous Ducks 
and Rock Partridges fall prey to the 
hunters in considerable numbers. 
Since the efficiency of  hunting me-
thods is continuously increased, bird 
hunting and trapping has become an 
essential cause of  population decline 
in numerous bird species. 

Public Outcry

An increasing number of  EU and 
world citizens do not accept anymore 
that little or nothing is done to chan-
ge the present situation. This change 

of  public opinion was clearly visible 
in the increase of  awareness campa-
igns during the World Migratory Bird 
Days: Around the 10th of  May 2016, 
more than 300 registered events in 85 
countries were devoted to the topic 
of  illegal bird hunting, which means 
50% more events and 20% more in-
volved countries than in the year 
before).

Although illegal bird hunting is 
only one of  the reasons of  popula-
tion decline, in many bird species it 
may be now among the gravest ones. 
Activists of  nature protection orga-
nisations are trying their best on the 
ground to reduce the extent of  da-
mage, travel reports by ornithologists 
contain an increasing amount of  in-
formation on perceived hunting pres-
sure, international conferences praise 
progress and announce new action 
plans (most recently the African Eu-
rasian Migratory Landbirds Working 
Group in Abidjan from 25 to 27 No-
vember 2015). 

Distracting Arguments

I also ignored bird hunting as a 
cause of  bird population decline 
for much too long. I was distracted 
by other causes (habitat loss, herbi-
cide-pesticide cocktails, changes in 
habitat quality and other “home-ma-
de” problems). Although health-da-
maging issues are urgent concerns, 
economic interests obscure the is-
sues, so that vital decisions are pro-
tracted again and again. In the latest 
example surrounding the herbicide 
glyphosate, produced by Monsanto, 
the possible carcinogenic effect of  
this herbicide in humans is now wi-
dely discussed; what is not discussed, 
however, is that glyphosate in com-
bination with other environmental 
toxins that are used in agriculture in 
very large quantities may be joint-
ly responsible for the erosion at the 
basis of  the food pyramid, i. e. that 
glyphosate may be among the main 
causes for biodiversity decline. 

To postpone decisive action against 
the massive illegal extermination of  

Table 1: Estimated numbers of individual birds illegally killed/taken per 
year in each assessed country/territory in the Mediterranean (Brochet et al 
2016; order of succession of countries/territories altered; see also www.birdlife.org/
sites/default/files/attachments/01-28_low.pdf)
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birds in view of  other unpleasant socio-political problems 
(see interview in the ornithological journal “Der Falke” 
63, 2016, 30–31) or to limit criticism unilaterally to the 
countries outside of  the European Union (Egypt, Libya, 
Syria) is no longer acceptable. In countries outside of  the 
European Union, poaching is partially caused by pover-
ty (see e. g. duFFy et al 2015). However, in countries of  
the European Union, poverty is unlikely to be the cause 
of  illegal bird hunting, although social inequality (e. g. un-
employment) can play a role and together with technolo-
gical advances may be jointly responsible for an increa-
se of  the prosecution of  birds. The transitions between 
pastime, amusement, hunting instinct, to the earning of  
pocket money or lucrative income may be blurred (bHat-
tacHarya 2016), but real economic hardship as a moti-
vation for bird hunting will hardly be of  any weight in 
Europe. 

No More Excuses

Excuses that we first need to gain more precise 
knowledge on the effect of  hunting on population eco-
logy should not be taken seriously, because the time and 
expense to gather the required data is unrealistic. Unfor-
tunately, there are too little scientists who devote their re-
search to topics of  socio-political relevance. This is very 
annoying, but on the other hand it is understandable, 

when nothing or little is done in society and politics in 
spite of  convincing, precise data. One example for such 
political inaction is the spring hunting of  Turtle Doves 
and Common Quails on Malta. Although the European 
population of  Turtle Doves is decreasing rapidly (2012 
only 21% of  the population estimate of  1980 remain), 
since 2012 it is now allowed on Malta to shoot or capture 
up to 11,000 Turtle Doves and 5,000 Common Quails as 
a form of  leisure activity! During autumn migration, hun-
ting of  both these species and of  a further 39 bird spe-
cies is not restricted at all. 

It is estimated that on Malta alone, between 108,000 
and 264,000 Turtle Doves and between 8,000 and 11,000 
Common Quails are killed each year. A comparison of  
these numbers to the overall breeding population of  all 
EU countries does not make sense to me because the 
effective area of  origin of  the birds migrating through 
Malta is much smaller. Although the prerequisites for an 
exemption permit that would allow spring hunting do 
not exist in EU legislation (caruana-Galizia & FenecH 
2016), 50,44% of  Malta’s voters (330,000 voters, among 
them 10’000 licensed hunters) have voted in a referendum 
for the perpetuation of  spring hunting. Further statistics 
are supplied by illegal killing of  birds of  prey in Central 
and Western Europe (e. g. bijlsma et al 2002–2015 and 
NABU, Natur in Nordrhein-Westfalen 1, 2016). 

Disproportionate Action

It is intolerable that so many birds are eliminated ille-
gally in addition to the many other reasons behind the 
decline of  bird populations driven by political and so-
cio-economic (i. e. profit-oriented) factors is not tolerable 
anymore in our present time. It is also ironic that Germa-
ny aspires to protect 98% of  habitats that are important 
to migrating birds, when on the other hand these efforts 
are undermined because less than 13% of  these migrating 
bird species are protected sufficiently in their yearly home 
range (runGe et al 2015). It is not sufficient to protect 
hot spots of  biological diversity in Germany within the 
framework of  a national strategy for biodiversity and to 
support bird species of  national responsibility within the 
federal biodiversity programme when at the same time 
the EU Commission in Brussels, which is increasingly 
seen as helpless and without real leadership qualities, ta-
kes no effective efforts to put an end to the massive and 
illegal killing of  migrating birds inside the boundaries of  
the European Union. 

It is sheer madness that Germany requires a special 
permit to pick up and preserve a moult feather (§7, sec-
tion 2, paragraph 1c of  the German Nature Protection 
Law;  §5, section 2, appendix 3 of  the German Species 
Protection Act, both taking reference to the Bird Direc-
tive 2009/147/EC of  the European Union), while the 

Fig. 3: European Goldfinch Carduelis carduelis caught in a net on Cyprus / 
Photo: comittee AGAinSt Bird SlAuGhter (cABS)
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German Government undertakes no-
thing significant to push the Europe-
an Commission to finally implement 
§11 of  the Bird Directive 2009/147/
EC, issued by the European Parlia-
ment and the European Council on 
30 November 2009, which concerns 
the protection of  wild bird species, in 
the Mediterranean countries of  the 
EU. Similar discrepancies, although 
less blatant, could be listed for other 
European countries, including Swit-
zerland. One of  the most grotesque 
examples is the fact that, in spite of  
the bird-loving nature of  British peo-
ple, a British military base on Cyprus 
accounted for 900,000 and 800,000 
killed birds in the years 2014 and 
2015, respectively, in spite of  slight 
improvements compared to previous 
years. 

Outside the EU

Moreover, inacceptable mass 
slaughter of  birds is going on out-
side of  the Mediterranean region, 
against which effective action would 
be required, e. g. the yearly death of  
at least 1,000 White Storks in the 
sewage treatment plant of  Sharm 

El Sheikh (scHulz 1988, scHimkat 
2011), hundreds of  thousands of  
sea birds killed by fishing nets (not 
only on the coast of  Mauretania but 
also in waters of  the European Uni-
on; krumenacker 2014) or the mass 
trapping of  Yellow-breasted Bun-
tings Emberiza aureola in China, 
which has led to a population decline 
of  84–95% in the years from 1980 to 
2013 of  one of  the most widely dis-
tributed and common species of  the 
Palearctic (kamp et al 2015). In such 
cases, we Europeans should be in a 
position to intervene (see e. g. project 
Heim 2016). But how can such inter-
vention be justified ethically as long 
as more than 10 million birds are kil-
led annually in the EU – not out of  
economic hardship, but mostly for 
leisure or lucrative profit?

I do not deny that a lot has alrea-
dy been undertaken against illicit 
bird hunting. National partners of  
BirdLife International do their best 
to eliminate illegal hunting. For the 
last 40 years (!), activists of  the Com-
mittee Against Bird Slaughter CABS 
and NABU, the German Nature Pro-
tection Union, support these efforts, 

along with financial aid from Bird-
Life International. The foundation 
EuroNatur has been actively engaged 
for the last 10 years in protecting im-
portant wetlands on the east coast of  
the Adriatic Sea (scHwaderer 2016). 
Scientific journals and popular scien-
ce magazines report about illicit bird 
hunting with increasing frequency; 
however, these reports are often 
unilateral. 

Responsibility of Science

The 86th conference of  the Ger-
man environment ministers on 17 
June 2016 decided to intensify the 
efforts of  the German Federal Go-
vernment and the provincial gover-
nments of  implementing the fight 
against illegal bird hunting and bird 
trade, which is good news. Never-
theless, the current extent of  bird 
hunting makes it clear that in spite 
of  great efforts, all existing measu-
res are insufficient. Except from the 
example just quoted, the topic of  il-
legal bird hunting has not arrived in 
mainstream politics, in spite of  seve-
ral attempts. This failure goes partly 
on the account of  science, which has 
stayed away from this topic for too 
long – a few exceptions not coun-
ted. Science should not only revol-
ve around the creation of  breeding 
atlases or population estimates, but 
should get actively involved in the 
investigation of  the origins of  biodi-
versity loss, in working out concrete 
corrective measures and in addres-
sing these solutions to governments 
and political decision makers. As long 
as science follows opportunistic lines 
and directs its findings only to a few 
selected addressees, all complaints 
about biodiversity loss are of  no 
avail, in contrary, it can be perceived 
as pure hypocrisy. 

To simply tolerate such grave vio-
lation against the Bird Directive of  
the European Union, or to selecti-
vely enforce the Law only in oppor-
tunistic cases that serve particular 
lobbies and interest groups, is one 

Fig. 4: Collared Flycatcher Ficedula albicollis caught on a lime-twig on Cyprus / Photo: comittee 
AGAinSt Bird SlAuGhter (cABS)
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of  the great weaknesses of  the EU. In spring this year, 
within another context, much was talked about a crisis of  
solidarity. Unfortunately, such solidarity cannot be found 
when it comes to illegal bird hunting. It is irresponsible 
that in Northern and Central Europe, substantial finan-
cial and personal means, largely on a voluntary basis, are 
invested into nature protection, which are then annihila-
ted in the Mediterranean region of  the EU. In addition, 
it is dishonest to keep on setting newer and newer biodi-
versity goals, while being unwilling to tackle root causes 
of  biodiversity loss that are well known and understood. 
Illegal bird hunting is also revolving around equality of  
rights, which should be called upon, in particular when 
the negatively affected partner who is losing large parts 
of  biodiversity within its national boundaries continues to 
pay large sums in support of  countries that are causing 
the problem of  biodiversity loss by hosting illegal hun-
ters. Wrong respect towards countries having to deal with 
economic problems should not turn into the reason why 
supporting countries paying large solidarity sums lose 
substantial parts of  their natural heritage.

Conclusion

Ratified conventions must be implemented, and if  such 
conventions turn out to be too vaguely formulated for 
accomplishing a particular goal, they should be revised. 
Memorandums of  understanding alone are useless, and 
if  letters reminding the parties of  their duties lead to no 
results, more draconic measures must follow. Scientists 
must understand that in addition to their duty of  suppor-
ting national BirdLife partners with objective evaluation 
and education, what is also needed is psychological in-
sight, intimate knowledge of  regional sensitivities as well 
as convincing explanations why continuing the tradition 
of  massive bird trapping in Mediterranean countries be-
comes intolerable to many citizens in Europe and around 
the world (see Verissimo & campbell 2015). We should 
first mind our own business, and therefore, we scientists 
should finally take upon ourselves the responsibility to 
drastically reduce illegal hunting in Europe, particularly in 
southwestern France and in the EU countries of  the Me-
diterranean region.

(Original paper GNOR info 123, 2016,  
translation by Gabriel hArtmAnn, reviewed by Douglas rexford) 

Fig. 5: The European Turtle Dove Streptopelia turtur belongs to the currently most threatened species, but is nevertheless still hunted in the Mediterrane-
an in large numbers / Photo: mAthiAS Schäf
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